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Cecil Smith practically "grew op" with
horses; and he's as sure-seated on a
pony as he is a sure shot with his mallet.
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He's one of
v
America's polo
"greats"—Texasborn Cecil Smith.
Veteran of many
a famous inter
national match.
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EXPERIENCE IS j
THE BEST TEACHER
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IN
POLO...AND
IN CIGARETTES! "
CAMELS SUIT ME
BEST!
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INTERNATIONAL
POLO STAR
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More people are smoking CAMELS today than ever before in history!
Yes, experience during the war shortage taught millions
the differences in cigarette quality.
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J ET POLO STAR Cecil Smith tell
you in his own words: "That cig
arette shortage was a real experience.
That s when I learned how much I
really appreciated Camels!"
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Yes, a lot of smokers found them
selves comparing brands during that
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MAYBE yoi re in
this picture; but
even if you're not
you'll remember
the cigarette short
ly
age. You took any
H[ brand you could
1^1 get. That's when
III millions discovered
the cigarette that
suited them best
was Camel.
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IF e don't tamper icith Camel qtiality»
Only choice tobaccos, properly aged, and
blended in the time-honored Camel way,
are used in Camels.

YOURTZONE'
WILL TELL YOU...
TforTast-e...
T-for Throat*...
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shortage. Result: Today more people
are smoking Camels than ever before
in history. But, no matter how great
the demand:
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TTiafs your proving ground for any /*$£
9
cigarette. See if Camels don't
suit your'T- Zone' to a'T'
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According to a recent Nationwide survey:

MORE DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
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Three nationally known indepen
dent research organizations asked
113.597 doctors—in every branch
of medicine—to name the cigarette
they smoked. More doctors named
Camel than any other brand.
R. J. Reynold. TobnccoCompttny.Win.ton-9ttl.nl, N-C.
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In this issue HIKA presents three sketches by Phil North,
a young Michigan artist who has worked, taught, and studied
art in Grand Rapids for many years. His exhibits have met
with wide acclaim; at his first one-man show the entire exhibit
was sold. Next fall HIKA hopes to reproduce some of Mr.
North's recent paintings and to present a critical article on his
highly significant work.
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Virgil C. Aldrich

Language and Experience
We are accustomed to think language is val
uable primarily as an aid to the statement of facts.
Indeed, the fact-stating function of language is
held in such high esteem that whenever an expres
sion serves us well, it is supposed to formulate
knowledge , or at least to depend heavily on it.
We stretch and strain the concepts of fact, know
ledge, and truth to cover any great utterance even
in literature and religion, believing that this is the
way to save its importance. The value, say, of a
metaphor, over and above that of its literal content, we attribute to its having articulated know
ledge "in its higher reaches." We even try to reconstrue the world in a way that makes dramatic
and colorful utterances the only true and adequate
expression of it. Thus philosophers and poets will
say that things are "really" unique and individual,
since something like this gets articulated in grand
language.
We, who do this, think the scientists with
their abstractions suffer from a narrow intellectualism or what is currently called "scientism". We do
not realize that it is we who have put facts and
knowledge of them on a pedestal, and have become their votaries. Every meaningful expression
must, for us, be radiant with cognitive content.
Our diety Knowledge is making His face shine up
on it, and this is its worth.
Many a scientist assumes a more modest posi
tion than this one. He has no such inordinate res
pect for factually significant statements. These are
what you produce only when you discourse under
certain quite special controls—certain rules gov
erning a restricted thing known as scientific pro
cedure. The results of such observance he does as
sociate with facts and knowledge, reached by ab
stractive techniques. But he knows very well that
language is naturally put to a number of non-sci
entific uses, in which he himself joyfully partici
pates as a man. He does consider the above inflated
or extended use of knowledge" ill-advised, con
ducive to muddle-headedness and impasses when
our concern is to argue and to know something as
a matter of fact. But he realizes that this is only
one of our concerns, and has no urgent need for a
4

metaphysics that makes reality" relevant only to
scientific discourse or to any other special kind. He
is ready to concede, will even contend, that one
can be attuned to reality by the artful use of lang
uage, or by a manner of speaking the impact of
which is revealing and vitalizing, without the sort
of articulation that is properly called knowledge.
Perhaps we have made our scientist a little
wiser than some we know. Indeed, there are narrow scientists who are indirectly responsible for
the extreme metaphysics of the poets and philo
sophers mentioned above, by themselves having es
poused an exclusive theory of reality that makes
ordinary experience with its color, warmth, and
values look unreal and trivial. But the daily living
of most scientists, who after all are men alive like
the rest of us, belies the silly things that some of
them say about 'reality". Einstein cautions us to
remember this; don't listen to what scientists say
about reality and scientific method, he said; observe
them in action. Plato gave us a similar warning
against the poet's metaphysics of poetry.
Let us return to the position of our wise (if
you like, hypothetical) scientist. Such a position is
sound because it recognizes and makes a cardinal
point of a fundamental distinction—the fact that
language can be used, on the one hand, to formu
late knowledge about things (its cognitive func
tion), and, on the other, simply to make you ex
perience things without saying anything true or
false about them (its non-cognitive function).
Both uses are exceedingly important, each in sea
son. Neither must be allowed to crowd out the
other. Nor are they to be confused. Or, if certain
natural fusions of the two functions do occur, an
adequate understanding of the melange still pre
supposes that the components be distinguished,
each for its special sense.
Now for an illustration or two. Suppose we
remark of a certain middle-class, middle-aged wo
man, thoroughly settled in her ways, that her "life
is monotonous, trivial, and negative." This is us
ing language to make literal sense or to formulate
a bit of knowledge, in an expression readily con
firmed or falsified by considering what we shall
HIKA for

call its "reference". But now suppose I want to
communicate an experience of this state of affairs,
not just knowledge about it. There are two things
I can do: I can lead you to the actual scene and
"show" you the fact I asserted. But actual facts in
their routine settings are generally a jumble of
qualities some of which tend to obscure those I
want to impress you with. So I can do better than
conducting you on an actual tour of inspection. I
can say to you, in the words of Eliot:
The woman keeps the kitchen, makes tea,
Sneezes at evening, poking the peevish gutter.
If you know English for all it is worth and read
(better still, hear) these lines, you will get a clar
ified impression, an impressive experience, of mon
otony and meaninglessness, without anything be
ing said that refers to matters of fact. Let us make
sure of this idea. It is a simple one, if given the
correct analysis. The point is that what I "mean' in
this manner of speaking is something you can
grasp and is valid even if the woman in question
does not actually keep the kitchen, or make tea, or
sneeze at evening, or poke gutters. You are not to
interpret these expressions in their referential func
tion at all, in which alone they are true or false.
They have another dimension of sense which I
shall call the "evocative". They evoke a patterned,
complex image the cement of whose parts is a dom
inant mood or emotional quality—in this case fu
tility. The expression as a whole does not "refer
to this image with its mood-tone. It "evokes it.
And in this dimension of sense, it can be signifi
cant with a staggering impact, while practically
collapsing into nonsense in its cognitive, referen
tial function. "Poking the peevish gutter"; what
on earth is this to be taken as referring to? No
thing, obviously. But what from this cognitive
point of view is a defect is precisely the virtue of
the utterance as an experience-producer. Consider
the image and the feeling-tone radiating from
poking" (also, being an "old poke") and from
gutter". "Peevish" in this connection is almost a
redundancy, but, as an adjective qualifying gutter
(not a person), it drives home the total impression
of ennui given by the words in this combination.
And "sneezes at evening." Of all times, evening,
the time of fruition of the day's life, the time to
contemplate your work and grasp its global mean
ing and see that it is good, what does the woman
do at evening? She sneezes. Thus, by a wonder
ful alchemy, the factual reference of the whole
line—"sneezes at evening, poking the peevish gut
ter"—dissolves away, or at least becomes subordiMAY, 19 4 7

nate, leaving in its place a felt quality that vivifies
experience.
So, language has an evocative power that en
riches our experience, by a principle of meaning-bycontagion. Through it, by combining words in
ways that purge them of their factual reference,
one makes the residual evocative overtones of
mood and image stand out for special attention.
Thus is experience purified and dramatized
through the magic of verbal abstractive techniques
known as the art of poetry. Even this, like science,
involves abstractions, taking us away from the wel
ter of things as simply given in the field of ex
perience, tough of course such abstraction pro
ceeds in a different direction from that of cognitive
formulation. Shelly called it "poetic abstraction", a
use of words that induces a vision of things in a
light that never was on sea or land.
The value of such usage is conspicuous. But
that is no reason for thinking that language in this
its evocative function yields knowledge of a spe
cial or "higher" sort. In so far as we know or un
derstand what we experience, either in our worka-day world or under the impact of great utterance,
our instrument is language in its referential dimen
sion of meaning. We must then so construct ex
pressions as to secure for them a factual reference,
relative to which their truth or falsity can be as
certained. This yields such knowledge as we have,
without dogmatically placing limits on what can or
cannot be known. Unfortunately, the term "fact
ual reference" or "referential function" does have
dogmatic connotations in current semantic liter
ature. Some semanticists and positivists have con
strued it narrowly, in a way that requires any cognitively significant expression to be "about" ob
jects of routine sense-perception. A more adequate
con ception of factual meaning requires only that
it be under the control of some expressions literal
enough to leave no doubt as to the experiences
that would confirm them. Thus an expression
might be about anything you please and still
make cognitive sense, as long as it satisfies this
condition.
The game of knowledge is a specialized and
rigorous discipline, to be played with respect for
the rules of the game. But, precisely because know
ledge has this character, our life is urgent with
other concerns. We need the tonic of contact with
things and values—the thrust of fresh and vital
izing experience, the wide silence of a cosmic
mood. Language also serves us excellently in the
satisfaction of this need.
5

Oscar Emmet Williams: Two Poems
OUR SAVIOUR IS REJECTED BY
THE FAITHLESS
Windless and moonlost furies of the black pool
Scouring the thoughtful shores query the call
Eyeless schoolmen shout to the wretched pool
Of tenses, limpid at morning, stirred to the pool
Depths sea-charged in darkness, tossing the mastheads
Midnight hunters steer in the wild pool,
To the Invisible Fisherman treading the surface of the pool.
"Where is the funny man ?" There is no answer coming
From the waves, the sand, the Man, no answer coming:
Twf-,,S,olit,ary Mourner sinks to the bottom of the pool.
Will he drown, poor soul, in a pit of sorrow?"
The men of sympathy demand a shade of sorrow.
There were sensations, and much of this was sorrow
In the quick pulse of a body-sucking pool.
When the cloak went there was rejoicing and sorrow;
When the Flesh ripped there was only sorrow,
Cheating the toned forgiveness from the call
Our Savior's credo bubbled up of sorrow.
Silence. Then there was a hushed sorrow
Of tears swelling a deep, as futile heads
Squeezed a tribute out of arrogant heads.
The pool knew nothing more of sounded sorrow
The comfort of death was all—there was none coming
From the wet graces of a punctured spirit's coming.
There are numerous cues for the second coming
Of death to life: original sin and sorrow,
Coupled badly, rejoin the body's coming
Back—for always there is sin in coming
Backwards through a forward plunging pool:
To sleep awake, devour one's self, or be coming
Back once gone! there is no sin like coming
Again. There is no room, no truth in the call.
Rather live deaf and mute and hear no call
7 o going, than wave a dead feeler towards a coming
Again. In birth there is an emptiness in heads
You lost in going; coming, there is an emptiness in heads.

6
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There's a text for Sunday's indictment: Heads
Of Wisdom in the Fountain of Borrowed Gold. Coming
To the preface sterling intention heads
Subjective kneelings: Peter's Pence beheads
The aged purpose; a sprinkle, antidote to sorrow,
Spills the soothing balms on troubled heads
And dictates homage; a dead antiquity heads
The garbed scuttlers under the wonder pool
While schoolmen line the beaches of the pool.
A ripple, a tossed crumb, and inquiline heads
Hurl dead-mute expletives high before the call,
Not from malice, but from the selfless call.
A ripple, a tossed crumb, and a clear call
From the dark; a ripple, the noise of heads
Cracking in bleeding responses to the sharp call
Invoke the currents. It was the scholar's call
Alone; but intercepted, of second coming
Again: dissipation waved the call
Cross-currents. Now is the second coming's call
Our late anthem, much to our sorrow
Newly dead and tomb-guarded by those men of sorrow
Who first spoke, recorded, and amplified the call.
Continues the tremble, the quake, in the black pool.
The noise of the Drowning Savior stirs the pool.
In the dark of an April evening the quiet pool
Is ruffled slightly with a wave of sorrow.
There is no line, no salvation coming
From Him the enlightened tide beheads:
For Him there is no coming, there is no call.

ARMISTICE DAY 1947
Brave, then, over the flattened ground
The one hurled back through the slight diameter
To the Wermacht missile-thrower's carrion back-side,
Stands guard, peeping out again
At whence he came, this solemn day
In the muddy park of our small town.
The quiet cannon stares at the next year
While the past has fast crumbled; the hushed mind
Is staggering in confused benediction
To now and was, and then and could be.
Brave, and the stiff guard stands
On the poppied roof of a tired stretch
Of the same idea, as the mothers retire
To the forces of destiny, in that rude smack
Of the flat, bare, cold, tight earth.

Af^iy, 194 7
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Anthony Hecht: Two Poems
TONGUE IN WHOSE CHEEK?
A Villanelle
We must seek loveliness among the rocks,
Or in the dubious pigment of the sky:
Our flesh is soured with a dreadful pox.
The girls who wander in tight-fitting frocks
Have round capacities to please the eye
We must seek loveliness among the rocks.
And the thin ugly gentleman who locks
Love in his dancing pulses, spawns a lie.
Our flesh is soured with a dreadful pox.
We are all kissed with wind. And summer mocks,
Stirring the nerve until the body cry,
"We must seek loveliness among the rocks."
And all of us tick like imperfect clocks,
Spill our decorum with our blood, and'die;
Our flesh is soured with a dreadful pox.
The rabbit has no beauty for the fox,
Nor can achieve it when his bones are dry;
We must seek loveliness among the rocks
Our flesh is soured with a dreadful pox.

SONNET
Thicker than thieving schemes of death, my blood
Dashes within its jumping socket; like
Ten-penny nails my thrusting senses strike
Toward their home, this slick network of mud
Wave, an incendiary heart of wood,
And wind spilled over all; cold cannot spike
My lungs, nor love, like a barbaric shrike,
Impale my breath upon a thorny bud.
And if I can, with my quick rippling shoulder
Of brain, move mountains, stop winds, then I ,can
Draw the dried water from a grain of sand;
I can so spin and balance this rough boulder
With levers of light, it shall be moved, to a man,
With white compassion, by my touching hand.

8
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LETTERS
FROM
GREECE
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The letters from which the following ex
cerpts were taken are not the work of correspond
ents or statesmen who have jobs to accomplish or
causes to defend; still less, since they were not
written with publication in mind, are they the
work of the professional writer.
D. X. is a student in Salonica who intends
some day to continue studies in America, the
land of his imagination. His command of the
language indicates his ability to do collegiate
work on the American level, which level has risen as an uncontrollable barrier in his own mind,
and quite unjustly. He is seventeen years old.
J. J. is in his early thirties, and married to a
blonde beauty from Roumania. He is a fine musi
cian in the Greek-Turkish tradition as well as the
Western tradition. He schooled in England before
the war, at which time he returned to fight for
his country.
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The present writer has known personally
both of the men, and is editing more passages from
a larger body of the letters for publicaation in
these pages at a later date.
OEW

Salonica, Greece
10 March 1947
The fighting in the north is very severe. The
great fight that is most certainly going to spread
will be a terrible thing. It will start very soon.
Both sides are getting ready; both are recruiting,
planning, organizing. Those who found shelter
in the neighboring countries were sufficient to get
things started. They were taught and prepared by
those "friends" and sent back to Greece, armed
MAY, 194 7

with guns, to form small gangs. They take into
their folds the fierce young villagers whom they
prepare, in turn, for the great fight. But the gov
ernment is not idle, and will certainly strike against
all this banditry soon. This is no longer a political
mess; it is war, and too many lives are being taken
on both sides.
It may be interesting for you to know that
those who do the organizing are not Greeks at all,
but Slavs. Don't shake the finger at me for that
9

last remark, although I know that you will disa
gree with me. It was hard for me to believe, yet it
is true, it is true. Every day things look worse, and
soon the storm will break. And then, even you will
feel the shock, hear the thunder.
D. X.
Salonica
12 March 1947
You know that we think a great deal of Am
erica for what she has done for us in the past
and for what she will do for us in the future. You
know that we will be ever grateful. God should
be pleased with the helping hand of the Cong ress
(even though I have read in the papers you sent
about the unfair legislator from Mississippi). So
enthusiastic am I over the good news that I am
almost forgetting the troubles here. It is not Peace,
but the next best thing. We are still hungry (well,
I ate well yesterday at the name-day party) and
still need clothes. The heavy sweater I got from
UNRRA is so small that I have decided to sell it
on the market, the way we disposed of your extra
things last summer, for a handsome price. Really,
there is little that we do not need. O yes, if you
want to help the needy, why don't you send that
volume of Eliot's poetry you promised ?
I wonder if we are right in smiling at the
Americans just a little. They say that they are go
ing to bring democracy to our shores. Is that good
history? I think they meant, rather, that they might
rekindle it in the land from which it sprang.
Of course I look forward to my trip to Amer
ica, but it is still a slight dream. Would the schools
have me? This semester I am studying Ancient
Greek, Modern Greek, English, French, Latin,
Geometry, Geography, Geology, History, Religion,
Algebra, and a few other subjects. I think I'll do
well this semester. Do you think I might be ac
cepted in an American school? VC^ould my present
courses prepare me for it ?
D. X.
Athens
22 March
Yesterday we gave a concert in Athens. I
thought of you several times. I thought: "Suppose
Oscar walked in now; it would not be very extra
ordinary, for the first time I met him I was playing my mandolin in the evening." That was a fine
evening, last summer, and the wine you bought
was magnificent. Samos is too dear for my pockets
now, so, and purely as a friendly gesture do I say
this, I d like to see you soon and drink wine pur
chased out of your well-lined American pocket.
10

You know that I don't drink much wine, in the
first place; so I would not be a burden.
Athens is still a beautiful place. Sunny Ath
ens. It is too bad your countryman Henry Miller
couldn't have seen Greece with a better guide (I
suggest Anna or myself): I can see that he loves
our country very much, but what a poor observer
he is at times.
We are blessed with this heart of Greece, old
Athens. I cannot but feel important when I board
the boat for Athens. But once I see the city, placed
like a tiny stone between Pentelicus and Lycabettus, I feel tinier than the tears which roll down my
cheeks when I see the Acropolis sitting proudly up
there above the whole scene. It is part of me, dear
friend, a part of me that you may not understand.
Do you have anything in your country that effects
you like that? You Americans are patriotic, of
course, and for the most part Romantics; that I
can gather from your foreign policy, and from
your indecision and heart-judgments. But what
do you have in your country as dear to you as
Athens is to me, or to all Greeks? You are such
a young nation. Your fire is the fire of youth; ours
is the wisdom and courage that goes with old age
. . . And too many people think of Greece as an
aged woman who cannot control her movements;
let them come, then, ?nd see for themselves. Too
few of your people have visited, only the scholars
and the dirt-diggers. They have rejected the mod
ern Greece altogether.
But then again, perhaps too many tourists
would come as a plague comes. Do you remem
ber the villages we visited around Salonica? Do
you remember the bone-pits and the burned
homes ? I took some Americans there not too long
ago, some seamen they were, and it was a trip I
shall never forget, and the more I remember it the
angrier I get. One of your countrymen stuffed his
pockets with ash and bone, souvenirs of Greece.
Are such people, after all, not just the scum of the
earth. Or if they are, are they immersible? Let
them take our stones and our old coins and our
vases; let them ignore us as they will; but they
must not rob our graves for the bones of our peo
ple.
Last evening I sat for hours, after the con
cert, sipping the restina which is so good now. I
was soon seeing double, my friend, but the even
ing was cool and the wine delicious. I am never
violent, as you know, for my bad legs confine me to
a chair most of the time; if I see double, neither I
nor the others, have a thing to worry about J. J.
HIKA for
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George Hemphill: Five Poems
JOURNAL: ARMY WEEK 1947
Like all the sky's activity half hid,
The young man sunning on this westward beach
Must be pursued by moons and dreams in bed,
Phantoms which elude his common day reach.
Thus the honor of our whole race devolved
First upon the swarthy and painted Greeks,
Then where a lonely public sun revolved
Above more obviously handsome cheeks.
It may be that heaven had a glory once
A few weeks after Jesus fell asleep
Where His dreams refreshed the sky: but the response
Of Manicheans to the Myth made God weep.
Ouranos, caelum, heaven: these old words
Were shadowed from ancient identity
From the time when first the industrial lords
Of England took power and sooted the sky;
And on that clouded day at Gettysburg
Where blue looked black, green gray suffered eclipse,
Leaving our doomed and arrogant nation snug
Against the coming dread apocalypse.
Today the bombers fly in warlike peace
Over our sunbather, and from the sky cast
Shadows no less fleeting than they are obese,
Darkening darkened heaven after they have passed.

MAY, 19 4 7
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MUSIC FOR THE DOWNWARD MOVEMENT
SHE.

HE.
SHE.
HE.

SHE.
HE.
SHE.

HE.

SHE.

HE.
SHE.

CHORUS.

Guilt is hollow inside and red.
You thump it like an empty tub
And it's swollen with its own sheen.
You mean a watermelon? Green?
Yes, that's it. And sin—
Let's begin
With a fish, pinkish fish, perhaps
Salmon steak, strong
A fish? Oh, that's wrong!
A fish, perhaps a salmon, high,
Or breasting rapids in the Spring
Oh, never. Not a swimming thing:
More likely an abalone,
All cozied in mother-of-pearl.
You say that because you're a girl;
What any mollusk is is love:
The hard shall, but easily tooled,
A warm inside, nothing to bite.
Who said a mollusk? That's not right!
Love is the cold oyster we eat
Not for itself but with a sauce.
Lovers want pearls too; that can't be.
Why not? How about you and me?
Oh, what are we but grits of sand,
Sauce, and watermelon seedlings,
The brave flashing salmon, all these things
For which we were woman'd and man'd.

THEMES FOR REASON
I
He told Marvell, the intransitive man,
A definition of love's the avoidance of plenty,
The easy bed, the bountiful meal, the darned socks;
Lovers walk through steam to their annihilation.
For what the world gives is immediate bounty:
Sights so lovable God could not hate them,
The honest Greek elm, serving its purpose to fill
Lovers walks with greenness, and direction
Upward: which is sanctitude and nobility
But no body, no use for green, nowhere to go.
And likewise the lovable domicile,
Not lacking its proper roof, its walls, its history even,
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But who built it but your grease-lipped father?
Whose fathers in turn killed bogtrotters, Indians, blacks,
For the avail of intransitive men, and those who seek
Like lovers the source of love in plenty.

II
The boy at the pinball machine is glued
And he wouldn't win anyway,
Shut in his world of impossible odds;
And when he's through I wouldn't want to play.
The waitress is blonde and nice and married
And I wouldn't love her anyway;
She's shut in her world of baby and dishes,
Diapers and her shiftless lovable husband.
There's snow tonight and a cruel wind s blowing,
And there's no place to go anyway:
Make babies, play odds, drink and talk,
And pay for the things you didn't want.
The mailman came, left money but no love
Which I have no use for anyway;
If there was love it's as far as a War,
Hard to reach, at bad odds for no gain:
So I shut myself in my warm igloo,
The warmth I wanted anyway;
Dean Swift and Yeats will keep me warm tonight
And ask the odds and give them.

Ill
A high state of delicate ecstacy
All day, as if sitting where the stacked
Barmaid leans to rinse the endless glasses,
Suggests once more the primeval quandary
To wit: whether to sleep all day or never,
To maintain that delicate ecstasy.
One's curse to seek a miraculous whole,
no
The absurd gesalt, suffers, however,
|
Extinction, never, but envenoms daily,
We feed it like the pet who begs morsels
And sweets from the undone table of plenty:
For the deep-hid scar of love is the whole.
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Goethe: Mignorij Three Translations
MIGNON
Kennst du das Land, wo die Zitronen bluehn,
Im dunklen Laub die Goldorangen gluehn,
Ein sanfter Wind vom blauen Himmel weht,
Die Myrte still und hoch der Lorbeer steht?
Kennst du es wohl?
Dahin, dahin
Moecht ich mit dir, O mein Geliebter, ziehn!
Kennst du das Haus? Auf Saulen ruht sein Dach,
Es glaenzt der Saal, es schimmert das Gemach,
Und Marmorbilder stehn und sehn mich an:
Was hat man dir, du armes Kind, getan?
Kennst du es wohl ?
Dahin, dahin
Moecht ich mit dir, O mein Beschuetzer, ziehn!
Kennst du den Berg und seinen Wolkensteg?
Das Maultier sucht im Nebel seinen Weg,
In Hoehlen wohnt der Drachen alte Brut,
Es stuertzt der Fels und ueber ihn die Flut.
Kennst du ihn wohl?
Dahin, dahin
Geht unser Weg. O Vater, lass uns ziehn!

Num meministi oras florent ubi lutea poma,
frondibus obscuris aurea mala rubent,
aethere suspirat puro iucundior aura,
ecce silet myrtus, laurus et alta silet.
Haec num mente tenes ? Istas, dilecte, per oras
iam cupio tecum fortior ire comes.
Iamne domum nosti ? Celsis erecta columnis
atria collucent, interiora nitent;
undique me statuae spectant de marmore factae;
parvula, quid factum est? quae nova cura tibi?
Haec num mente tenes? Istas, dilecte, per aedes
—tolle moras—tecum iam libet ire comes.
Iamne tibi notae nebuloso tramite fauces,
quo tenebris caecum carpit asellus iter?
speluncis habitat proles antiqua draconum;
saxa ruunt, gurges desuper inde salit.
Haec num mente tenes? Istum conscendere montem
quae mora detinuit nos, pater? ecce viam!
Frederick Lamotte Santee
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Connais-tu le pays des citronniers en fluers
ou le feuillage obscur d'oranges d'or s'eclaire?
La brise, du ciel bleu y souffle avec douceur
sur le myrte immobile et le laurier severe.
Connais-tu ce pays?
C'est la-bas, Oh! la-bas,
Qu'avec toi, mon aime, je voudrais partir!
Connais-tu la maison, ses colonnes, son toit ?
La salle en est splendide et la chambre lumiere;
et j'entends des statues le lourd regard de pierre
me dire "O pauvre enfant qu'ont-ils done fait de toi?
Connais-tu la maison?
Cest la-bas, Oh! la-bas,
qu'avec toi, mon gardien, je voudrais partir!"
Connais-tu la montagne aux sentiers de nuages?
Le mulet dans la brume y cherche son chemin;
dans la grotte rugit le dragon fou de rage,
et le torrent bond it sur le roc incertain.
Connais-tu la montagne?
Oh! la-bas, c'est la-bas
que mene le chemin. Pere, il faut partir!
Jean Iserc

Know you that land where forest shadows fold
The lemon home in leaves, oranges spliced with gold,
Where a young w ind slips softly from blue air,
Laurel and myrtle hang their lovely hair—
O do you know that land ?
Yonder! Yonder
Would I with you, o my beloved, wander.
Know you that building? Columned portico,
Chamber and hall of their own substance glow,
And marble figures stand and look at me:
O thou poor child, what have they done to thee?
O do you know that building?
Yonder! Yonder
Would I with you, o my protector, wander.
Know you that mountain, cloud-clustered and grey?
The silent muleteer picks his misty way,
The dragon spawns its brood in sweating caves,
Over the tumbled rocks wild water rave
O do you know that mountain ?
Yonder! Yonder
Points our direction; father, let us wander.
Anthony Hecht
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Edwin Watkins: Three Poems
EASTER: THE GRACE OF THE LAMB
A fuzz is spread along the limbs to break, at heat,
Hard into sweet ungainly flowerings;
Hear! hid the soft bird sings
The sweetness that is hid
Quick in the stiffening stalk, stark flourishes, the sweet
Surprise of grace to stead the awkward kid
And grace his shapeless flings.
Winter was starkly bare, but this is something starker:
Jn the bare thrust of limbs the season's goad
Agitates abroad,
In lips that trembling move
To cry the painful hope of that sweet-throated barkerStaggers him whom Spring will stiffen to love
And a more graceful load.
Father, our Winter is bare-boughed, our birth was cold,
And stark the thrusting blizzard that we breathe.
When will the bare cross seethe
With breaking buds, and bow
Us awkward-limbed, who shake to quit our shaken fold
Before the Springs that wash our bareness through,
Our limbs with graces wreathe.
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CHRISTMAS: THE PHANTOM FATHER
The slapping daylight-father sleeps, the dark
Mazes the day's terror in softer evil:
Blanket-embrace, that urges my blank terror
With dreams: pity of giant's shapeless error,
Day's angularity, in a loose devil,
Dissolute; gentle the hands crush the lark.
Surely the daylit father crowds the lark
Stark in the brilliant air, a pointed devil
Terrible in knowledge to do no error:
The light has sharpened the joints; larks in terror
Flee stricken the slaps; I know the bright evil.
The harried birds cry vainly for the dark.
The larks have fled the stricken land at dark
Encroachment of the cold-embracing evil
Wrapped in the wind that slaps a pointed terror
At dark; wraps me in stings that blur the error
Worked by a warmer blur, that nightmare devil,
And loosely imaged terror of the lark.
The father sleeps retreated where the lark
Had no retreat, in folds, from pointless devil
Fumbling his life. Is father fallen in error?
Wrapped so secure from cold he folds my terror
To bed, mazes in folds his power, the evil
Giant that staggered crushing all the dark.
Out of his dreams, out of the slapping dark,
That conjured each my slapped or crushing evil,
I conjure the new dream: of giant's terror,
Crushed in embrace of Him who laughs at error—
Night-Father tremendous, a winking devil
Voiced with the summer laughter of the lark.
Phantom-Father, come to restore the lark
With fearless painted birds that mock a devil
Devilish-tongued, their flight the joy of error,
You toy the dull absurdity of terror
With bright absurdities to wink at evil,
Mazing in brighter traps the fumbling dark.
Error—is this fault, father? Where is dark
Evil, this day, or do you mourn that Devil
Terror? My father scampers with the lark.
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COLUMBUS: A Fragment
Author's Note—This fragment forms the first
part of a projected long poem which the author
does not intend to complete.
I. The Voyage
The sea bellowed his dreams those nights he slept
A boy on the old shook beach where the light
Struck frigid fingered, dreams of harried flight
Piercing as the salt tears the drowners wept.
The sea-dawn shook him with a warmer hand
To eye-wide dreams of knowing that mad sea
By conquest half flight: to vanquish, to flee,
A stripling monarch where no throne can stand.
Not thrones, nor crown, but a straight ship, a line
To break the seas circumference. Eyes must stop
But there his shaken victor ship would drop
Beyond that bar to do an eye's design:
Dropping, not to fall, to die but to know:
The seas may leap to fury as a god;
But go as masterful as Jesus trod,
Behold the stars, the sea as jewels glow!
This was the man: the rich sea lapped his dreams
With pearls. Vision squirmed in his wiry net;
Blade-sharp and forward was the sail he set,
The wind he bade swift as the thin stars' beams.
The blushing sea at dawn offered its body
To love; he knew the perfidy, denied
Caresses to that hand whose touches lied
Of love. No kisses, but his blade was ready.
Sharp was the gash he cut as the fine line
Of lust, and sure. The finger beckoned west;
He came to violate, the rape was blessed
.By Time's cool eye and the Age's forward mind.
For Time was his lust's end, not love; the sea,
That harlot glance, eyed him on to tomorrow
That Jay west. He raged in his savage furrow
To lay no seed. That issue was to be
No child of flesh, but cold—a bastard Time
Freed of the rage of sea, clinging to stars
Where the mind dwells: rhythms of stellar wars
Are caught in glass and set to purer rhyme.
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II. The Beach
The leaves would shrill and fly, but the roots held
Against the wind and the leaves' mad desire:
Roots that could labor where the leaves aspire
Clung home like children's hands, while the leaves fell.
His dreams were flung like leaves, ringed by the trees
That night in the new bay; trees bidding home
As bars those spirits frenzied to become
Advantage to the rape's complacencies.
For rage of sea was done and the rape's rage
Dwindled to sure content; he slept to soar
In dreams beyond that proud inviolate shore
That barred triumphant body as a cage.
Bar nor body is stay to dreams that veer
Perpetually from body earth to stars
In spirit flight, denying rage that mars
The purer mind. They sought the perfect sphere,
Perfection that is tied to dreams and death:
Lines triumphant, the gash that split the sea
A plotted curve to match the cold fury
Of stars—a sigh the rapist's massive breath.
But not the stars, the pure! The dawn evolved
Anew the mazing earth that dreams had quit
To rise on purer lines—for lines were yet
Caught in that thicker stuff, the unresolved.
The earth remained, fantastic still to win
Win, but never possess: body must break
The maze, where lines and dreaming eyes are weak
To lay the line for dreams to soar again.
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Cameron Macauley

Divertissement
I got up late and dressed slowly with the
embarrassed feeling that everybody in the world
had been up working hard for the last five hours.
Then it struck me that it wasn't like me to feel this
way. Nobody in the show business should feel
like this this at all. It's one of your favored priv
ileges. You can stay up late, drink a lot, make lots
of money and sleep as far into the afternoon as
you can stay asleep. I was making the money
and doing my degree of drinking, but this little
feeling of guilt I had when I looked out of the
window and saw all the people on the street
and the sun santing down from about straight up,
it wasn t good. An ill omen for a good MC to
have. It meant just one thing; that I didn't quite
feel I was still in show business.
After my coffee and doughnuts at Van's I went
right over to the "Colosseum" and in the front
way. Some of the kids were on their way out,
probably for lunch, and things looked as dead as
they always do at noon when there are no custo
mers in the stands, except maybe a sleeping bum
or two. I went back into the office to hang my
hat up and found I d forgotten it. Pop was at his
desk reading over some forms of some sort. Pop
always had the air about him that he was the
president of U. S. Steel or General Motors. I
wondered if he was thinking about the stuff he
read over and over
again, or whether he
was t h i n k i n g about
some little spear-holder
he'd loved forty years
ago in a road company.
He didn't look up. I
went back into the bunk
room and told Joe to
get some signs made
and told him what I
wanted them to say.
Out on the floor the
kids were getting back
from lunch. The first
back were Jack and
Polly and they came
over to talk with me.
My headache was split-

X
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ting my head but when I saw the way they
looked I felt better. Polly asked how long
I thought all the others would last and I said not
more than minutes off. The whole throuble is that
me that and I always told her the same thing.
We both knew it was just a formality; a weak
little game to try and fool her into thinking this
wasn t all for nothing and she and her man
would win in the end and that the end wasn't
more than minutes off. The whoe trouble is that
all of them feel the same way and they all keep
on going. The two from Jackson, Mississippi
came over and wanted their rest period, so I went
with them to the bunk room and they passed out
on their bunks. I gave them eight minutes out of
the kindness of my heart and then started on the
boy first. He would roll his head back and forth
on the mattress, with his eyes still closed. I picked
him up, put him on his feet and he went down on
the floor. I got him back on the bed and sat him
up but he began to fall off so I started to slap
him on the cheeks and shout. For a while I
thought it was the end but he slowly rose on his
long legs his eyes still closed, and started auto
matically walking into the next bunk so I steered
him down the aisle. His gal wasn't as hard to
get started. She just didn t seem to care if she
walked or slept; everything seemed to be gone
from inside her.
Joe came in with the
signs and the lettering
was okay, but they were
too big and heavy to ask
the kids to drag around
town. I told him I
didn't want sandwichboards, just little signs
about a foot square
and with big letters,
*>
even if they had to cut
some of the words out
about how far the
teams had walked in
the last two months
and that sort of stuff,
but to be sure "Walkathon" and "Colosse-
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um" were on every one. Then I went down to
Wes' place for a drink.
Wes was tending bar. He was a nice chap and
would come over and talk to me between pouring
drinks. We always talked about how the time
would come when we could get out of this town
for good. I knew it was no good for a Walkathon
and Wes seemed to think that people here didn't
drink enough. I suspect the reason he liked me
was because I did. I must have owned about half
his place by this time. Wes had been a fighter
and we sometimes talked about current feather
weights and usually got around to talking about
women. Wes had the impression that I had all
I wanted and I could never persuade him that this
racket was no good for that and when I was out
drinking around, my luck in this town was never
any good. It was a lot different from running
my floorshows in clubs. But he seemed to think
I was modest and just wouldn't admit all the hot
times I was having. After a while I remembered
that I'd promised to take some of the teams down
town shopping and that the signs were probably
done; so I finished my drink and went back.
Joe was a good kid and had already pinned
the new signs on those who were going with me.
I had a list of those who'd told me the night before
that they had some dough they wanted to spend
and I had the nurse check it so I wouldn't be taking
any contestants with me who would pass out on the
street. Some of the other outfits I'd worked for
used to slip a team an extra fifty if they would do
their final few steps out on the main street in a
big crowd, if they felt they wanted to give up try
ing, but Pop considered this crooked and played
the rules straight. Pop never would let a couple
rest more than the five minutes an hour, either.
We walked slowly down to the shopping dis
trict and I took the kids first to May's Department
store. The crowds of people ogled and stared
and laughed and went on. I wondered how the
kids must have felt. They all had feelings and
pride or they wouldn't be working so hard at just
a slight chance of winning the eight thousand
bucks. It must have hurt some of them to be
exhibited like this and I felt a little sad about the
signs, but it is business and one side of the show
business, even if it is a rotten side.
The kids and I walked up and down past the
counters in five stores, usually going down into the
basements where things are cheaper. Other
people stood examining and buying things but
when the kids wanted to look at something they
had to walk in pairs in a little circle in front of the
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counter while the clerks giggled and stared and
made remarks. They didn't buy much because
they really didn't have any use for most things
and besides that they had very little money; some
of them none, I guess. About an hour and a half
and they were tired and bored and we walked
back in the yellow light of the late afternoon.
When we got to Wes' place I sent them back by
themselves and went in.
I had drank three doubles when Joe came in
with a letter in a long envelope. Joe sat down and
had a drink on me. The return address on the
letter read, "Whitehills Sanatorium, Robertsville,
Georgia." I opened it and found an old letter I had
written about three months ago from New Jersey,
still in its unopened envelope. With it was a short,
type-written letter. I read it:—
Dear Mr. Miller:
We regret the necessity of returning your letter
to you after such a long delay, but unfortunately
it cannot be delivered to the addressee. Mrs.
Beauvior passed away several days ago, follow
ing the death of her hubsand by only two weeks.
She had suffered for some time with cancer and
he with a thrombosis.
Both were in such poor physical condition when
they were given to our care that it was quite
hopeless. Mrs. Beauvior was not strong enough
to receive mail or even see her two small child
ren during her stay with us. The slight hope
that she would be better made us hold your
letter until now.
If your connection with Mrs. Beauvior is of a
business nature we suggest that you contact
Golden and Roberts, Attorneys at Law, Atlanta,
Georgia, holders of the estate.
Respectfully,
Henry Dodge, M. D.
Chief Director
It was unbelievable! When I had visited Robert
and Joan in Atlanta three years ago, they were very
happy and Healthy. Seeing their little white house
and the colorful garden behind, and hearing all
their plans for a family had really made me quite
unhappy with myself and my loose wandering
around all over the country. It gave me the im
pression there was never anything better than
settled married life. I'd never met any people in
Walkathons who really liked me as well or
thought I was such a nice guy as these two kids.
I shouted for them at the Zenda Ballroom in
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Miami in 39 when they walked their second vic
tory. After that they wrote regularly until they
finally got me to drop around and see them.
Things looked pretty bright for them, they still
had half of the $15,000 they'd won in the two
contests, and had paid for the house.
We used to talk a great deal during the contest. I guess I may have even had a crush on Joan,
now that I look back on it. Dead ? God, it seemed
nothing could kill her. She must not have been
over twenty-five. I'd heard a lot about how the
contestants from the Walkathons of ten years ago
got TB and pneumonia and cancer and were all
supposed to be dying at the age of thirty or thirtyfive, but I never believed it. Of course, we didn't
make them sign the responsibility releases for
nothing.
I needed a drink and it seemed the bar ten
der never got down to my end of the bar. He was
half asleep. I turned to Joe but was suprised to
find he had left without a word. It was very dark
outside. A dim, weird blue light like before a
storm. It seemed forever until I got a new drink.
I began feeling a little numb and things seemed
slow and quiet. More people were coming in and
filling the place up. Then I noticed it had begun
raining outside. Some woman in a green dress sat
down beside me, on the stool Joe had left. I
thought she had said something, but I wasn't sure.
I asked myself if I wanted a woman, just in case
it was a good chance. But the letter on the bar
caught my eye and I found I felt hot and sort of
sick inside. So I just sat and stared over the bar at
the lighted-up shelf of bottles until there didn't
seem to be any more bottles there. It's no good
drinking alone. When you start those regular
sessions with yourself, where there is just you
and the glass and the thoughts which come tum
bling along, one pushing the other out of the way,
and
...each , being
, _,more vivid and unpleasant than
the last, that s when you should slow up, get your
self a change. A thing just can't be too steady
or sure as hell it will break you. Something
touched my arm very lightly; it was cool and
smooth. Then I knew I wasn't drinking alone,
exactly, and turned slowly to give her a full'
look in the face. I turned back and nearly laughed.
It was better drinking alone than with that. The
flesh underneath her chin had sunk, and that
around the eyes was like rotten flesh and the make
up was over-carefully put on and too thick; I could
even smell it.
"What you thinking about?" she said.
About death, I said, I don't know why; it
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was just the first thing to come out.
"You ain't gonna kill yourself, are you? You
are too handsome to die."
"No, I'm too busy to do anything like that."
Busy doing what?" she asked.
"I'm in a contest."
The Walkathon down at the Colosseum
deary?"
No. The drinkathon right here and any other
place I want to take myself. I want to see if
one guy can drink it all up. There isn't anything
better to do is there?"
Sure, honey, I can think of a few things, but if
you want to drink, I'll drink a while with you
first. "Her voice was quiet and soft. I looked
at her again to check my former impression and
really laughed this time.
Life ain t so God-dammed easy for everybody.
You can laugh because you've got lots of dough
and looks and you re happy with your stinking
poison, but don t think it's that way with every
one. I hope you go to hell." She got up and went
to the room marked, "Ladies."
It seemed like a dream, and a bad one. I get
along with anyone. I don't ever fight. That's just
the opposite to what a MC does. He's got to make
everybody happy and enjoy life. But right now
I couldn't have made a half-wit happy. I decided
not to go to work tonight but to keep right on.
I wanted to knock myself out cold and stay out as
long as I could.
My friend in the green dress came back and I
turned my back, ready to order another drink
when she shouted in my ear, "You thief; you
stole my money." And turning to the other people
at the bar she went on. "I had $104 to pay my
taxes in my bag and this bastard stole it while I
was in the john." I tried to quiet her down, but
she went on raging until the bar tender (Wes
was off duty) was so mad at me he was ready to
swing. She kept on shouting and screaming and
showing her empty bag and stamping her heel into
the floor. I felt helpless and sort of disinterested
in the whole affair, so I just waited until they
woud make me say something, because I knew
we would quiet down to that in a minute. Finally
the bar tender asked me to give it back or I'd regret
it and with that I jumped in and insisted that he
look through the bag. It wasn't among the junk
in the bottom and I began to think I would have to
let the police search me, but when he opened the
change purse, dozens of bills came flying out all
over the bar and I turned and gave the whole row
of ugly onlookers a sarcastic laugh and went back
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to my drink. The bartender asked me if I wanted
another and went away. Things were normal
again.
She tried to apoligize and crawled all over me,
wanting to buy me a drink and take me out to
dinner and make up in any way I said. Wes came
in and I went over to see him. He liked the idea
of having supper with me in the back room and
we went back together with a bottle.
We had rare steaks and drank a whole bottle
of some Polish drink of Wes' which was white
and syrupy and very sweet. I invited Wes to go
back to the Colosseum with me but he said he
would be dead before they could drag him in to
see that kind of slow torture, he liked his fast in
the ring. So I went back alone and floated in the
front way again. I tried to kiss the ticket girl in
the booth, but tonight it turned out to be an old
woman with almost no teeth. It was still raining
and the water was dripping through the ceiling of
the bunk room and soaking all the bunks. I went
to the office but the door was padlocked and all
the furniture inside was gone except the safe which
stood open and empty. Pop had left with the
money! Was the contest over? I went into the
arena and was glad to see the kids still walking
around. I went out on the floor and joined them.
Somebody had pinned a number thirteen on me
and I found I was pushing a white hospital bed
around in front of me and thought it was quite a
publicity gag. The roof here was leaking, too,
and the water was covering the floor in little pools
and sticking everyone's clothes to their backs. I
looked at the bed to see if it was wet and saw
that Robert and Joan were lying in it, side by side
with their eyes closed; they were very small and
pink like children. Across the floor Pop came
out, also pushing a bed and shouting at me,
"Thought I'd walk off and leave you without get
ting in on this fun ?" He came closer and I saw that
Polly and Jack were in his bed and were blue and
srunken up like bodies long dead. I asked Pop
what the big idea was, and he said very seriously
that we had changed the schedule and there were
no rest periods now because we could end it all
quicker that way. My bed was very heavy to push
and I saw Joe was sitting on the end with the
woman in green and they were kissing each other
like young lovers and paying no attention to my
shouts at them. Then it became darker and the
mob in the stands began screaming for the end.
They had paid their money and they wanted to
see the end of it all, they shouted. The couples
walked faster and faster and some were skating
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For All Good Foods
STOP 'N' SHOP
Groceries — Delicatessen
Wines — Beer — Delicacies
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
115 S . Main St.

STROTHER'S
Electrical Appliances
Radios — Phonographs
Popular Records

L. S. ALLEN
Registered Jeweler — American Gem Society
7 East Gambier Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio

Compliments of

John C. Drake, M. D.
Kenyon '24
51 Public Sq., Mt. Vernon, Ohio

ZONE CAB
PHONE 900
Magers Shoe Store
X-Ray Fitting
Footwear
Mt. Vernon

Hosiery
Ohio

HOME ELECTRIC CO.
Radios — Phonographs
S. Mulberry St.
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over the wet floor which was covered with wet
blood. I could not move any longer, I was so
tired. Everyone shouted at me that I must keep
going or the dead couple in my bed would be dis
qualified. The people in the stands were fighting
each other to get a better view. A loud circus
band started playing. I sank to my knees, duell
ing the end of the bed. Some of the couples were
weakly beating Pop with limp umbrellas and canes
and strips of admission tickets but he didn't feel
it at all and was just laughing. I knew they would
come to me next and I fell forward on my face
and tasted blood. Yes, they had come and now
they were carrying me off and I knew it would be
slow and painful.
It was daylight out again. I could see that
from the couch I had passed out on, if I crained
my neck back real far to see the little window
behind me. My head split. Wes came in with a
Bromo but I sent him back with it to get me a
double bourbon. Wes was sure a fine guy and I was
dammed glad to know him in this town. "What
time is it? Wes, my watch has stopped. Still rain
rr
ing out?"
It was four-thirty in the afternoon and still
dismal and raining out and I knew while I walked
very slowly over to the Colosseum that there
wouldn t be any crowd. But I was wrong. There
were a couple of hundred people and more pouring in. I felt like I d been cheating, being away so
long and making Joe shout for me. And Joe
wasn t a good shouter, either; his voice was too
high. I went into the office and Pop asked me if
she had been worth it. I told him he had the wrong
idea, that it had been a drunk. When he heard
that he was sort of short with me and said to get
out there and do all the good that I still could.
I was trying to figure that out when I ran into Joe
and asked him what was up. He told me the re
porters and photographers had been around and
had had a holiday and it made all the papers.
Seven couples had passed out in the last twentyfour hours and they were still dropping like flies.
I asked if Polly and Jack were still in and he said
yes. The arena was dark with the light turned
down and the faces of the spectators were very
white. It was sort of like a graveyard with lights.
The faces like tombstones, the slow funeral motion
of the five teams who were left on the floor. It
looked as if most of the girls were asleep and the
men were dragging them. Jack was holding Polly
up and having lots of trouble, but she was still
conscious. I decided this was it for them and tried
to pull myself together as I went up into the
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stands. I never remember having seen such a
crumy bunch of death-fascinated people. They
were feeling bad and loving it. I could see before
I started that I'd be lucky if I could get a hundred
bucks out of them for Jack and Polly and I'd
hoped that when the end came and they weren't
winning, I could get them a couple hundred.
I stood on the lower stands in front of the
people and began:—"Ladies and gentlemen, you
are enjoying the greatest exhibition of stamina
that the world has ever seen since the ancient
marathons of the Romans and Greeks. These kids
have come form all over the United States to
exhibit their prowess and unbelievable strength to
you for two and a half continuous months, and by
this time you have undoubtedly picked your fav
orite team. If you haven't, I'd like to point out
a team that has walked bravely and out-walked
eleven other teams on this floor. They're number
fifteen and their names are Jack Davis and Polly
Stewart and they come from Birmingham, Alabama. No team up 'til now has done a better job
in showing the guts they've got than Jack and
Polly. You have seen the way they have stood up
to it all; how they have played clean and have
only been off the floor for their five minute rest
periods. And under the torture and strain, es
pecially of the last two weeks they have neither
complained nor boasted. These tough kids are
not yet twenty and they have staked everything,
their health, their jobs, their lives on winning the
$8,000 grand prize. They told me that they
planned on getting married with the money and
were going to settle down. But as well as their
bodies have served them, and their minds have
born the strain, they are weakening now, under
the steady pounding of this floor, a pounding they
will not forget for weeks of rest. Ladies and
gentlemen, in the next minutes or hour these
handsome kids are going to pass out from ex
haustion. They are going to welcome that minute
when they will have the first real sleep they have
had for months! months! Ladies and gentlemen;
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but what about after their rest and they wake to
find they have lost and they must return home
without a cent of that money they have striven so
hard for? So to show them that we are all thankful
for the show they have put on and that we all
have hearts, I am going to pass a hat and ask every
one of you with kindness in your hearts to put a
dollar or so in it for these kids. I'm putting five of
my own in it for a start. So give! Put your spirit in
that hat. Show the kids that you appreciate what
it must feel like to have done in two months, the
equivalent of a years work at ditch-digging."
It began to work; several women were crying.
And so was Polly. Both kids looked very sad.
People were digging in their pockets and pulling
out bills. Then everyone rose from their seats.
Jack and Poly had gone down. The nurse was at
their side. I went out to call the doctor and found
him in the bunk room looking at the swollen feet
of a girl, dead to the world. We brought Polly
out first. She was in bad shape; was very light
because of the pounds she had lost and her breath
ing was a sort of rasping through her mouth. She
looked a lot worse than just exhausted. Jack
looked a little better, but was very pale and had a
fever.
I went into the office and made Pop sit down.
"Pop, you've got to give the kids in Orlando next
month fifteen minutes an hour. Five is no good.
You're killing them."
"I can't, Jack; you know that. The contest
would last forever. They can get along okay on
five; they always have."
"You can't do it to 'em, Pop. You don't
understand, but you still can't do it. Take my
word for it, Pop, or make out my check and I'll
go back to the nightclubs. That's my final word
and I mean it."
Someone was calling for me to shout for
another couple and I started out. Pop was mumbl
ing to himself. Out on the floor two couples were
down and as I started up into the stands it looked
like the floor was covered with blood.
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Robert Lowell

From Parnassus to Pittsburgh
Hika, for the third time in its history, prints
a speech. This, which appeared in the October
1940 issue, is by Robert Lowell, a Kenyon graduate
and winner of the 1947 Pulitzer Prize for Poetry.
The speech was given at the Kenyon Commence
ment Exercises of that year.
Seniors of Kenyon, we have passed the formal
requirements of college; as is normal, we are about
to enter an era of existence which is commonly
considered more responsible, more burdened and
more serious; we are surrounded by parents, an
embodied apparition of our probable future. Suecess in exchanging fantastic studies for profitable
utilities is celebrated by graduation exercises;
among these, the valedictorian's impertinent,
authoritative ardor and reminiscing harangue are
ornamental.
Today, having escaped the august boundaries
of religion, our hypermoralized, Lutheran con
science still pictures psychic disorder as a cosmic
feud whose protagonists, light and darkness, are
God and Devil; and this gala day of promotion
haloes our recollections of college in idyllic mag
nificence and crowns us with the transcendent
brightness of the Elect. Friendships, stimulated
by adversity and ambition, by parental injunc
tions, by difficulties with professors, and by in
tramural patriotism are a chronic sunshine, inten
sified by surges of inflamed altruism. Fraterni
ties, vicarious elaborations of friendship, progeny
of leisure, animal spirits and embarrassed herdinstincts, are Bacchanalia of loyalty and friend
ship. Incongruous learning, a rotation of polite
daisy-picking and brutal cramming, is the prec
ious, or, at worse, purple pabulum of transcen
dental moonshine. Green with sweltering sum
mer and breathless with a solemn, valetudinary
fragrance, Gambier advertizes the sociable splen
dors of a landscape, where students drink beer
and skim books — to apply one of our Rabelai
sian songs at Gambier Kenyon men dwell on
Kokosing's banks of asphodel.
Transcendent brightness is a whitewashed il
lusion; but, when the enthusiast has vapored col
lege into an Episcopal Valhalla, visions afflict
him, his elders are devils. Feeling his good heart
endangered by encounters with the pompous joc
ularities of old graduates, by a deluge of obscene
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toads, breeding its contagion of senile amours
and nostalgic memories, intruding on the sanct
uary of the campus its heavy-handed and maudlin
burlesque — at last the enthusiast, like Queen
Victoria blushing at the matrimonial proposals
°f . Lord Melbourne, protests that collegiate ac
tivities must not be mingled with coupons, green
backs, corporation law firms, beer bottleries, and
plumbing equipment monopolies, and that stu
dents are removed, toto caelo, from paunchy,
bald, complacent, impotent, pedestrian middleage.
The amenities of Graduation Day and consid
erations for its imaginary proneness to idealism
have not led me to suppose that industry is
threatened with a dream world, that rash lauda
tions of college are weighed in anything but the
minimising scales of experience, or that, in an age
of sophisters, economists and calculators, Kenyon
seniors cannot be relied on to advance into ripe
areas, until puerile friendships are normal, fra
ternities are a nuisance and recreation is confined
to duties; until daily bread overburdens ambition
and highflying learning flies higher and out of
sight and decrepitude mellows the capricious
spirit of exuberance. Undergraduate freedom of
choice is irresponsibility and undergraduate ideal
ism is ignorance . . . classmates, I was on the
point of postulating that ignorance and irrespon
sibility are auguries of the opulence of your
fathers; but I am anxious not to be thought flip
pant and sanguine. Beetling with contempt, a
father would stand up in this audience. Pardon
me, I must deliver his sensible rebuke: "Dear
young man, you are not expecting the life-span
of Methuselah. You do not ask time to lackey
to your infirmities. You know that your com
monness is far too developed for alterations.
And you are resigned to the opulence of your
father. Young man, an assembly will listen to
you when for twenty years at the ledgers and files
you have sweated your enthusiasm into compe
r
tence."
I am too unworldly to allow the propriety of
an unpleasant and middle-class common sense
which, having authored and supported a civiliza
tion, is conducting it to anarchy. Common sense
culture is muddled and green: in society, the arts
and manners that make animals superior to
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mechanisms are frittered away in inelegant gos
sip, in an aboriginal fascination for mechanical
contraptions, clubs, emasculated athletics, vulgar
entertainments and popular lectures; in univer
sities, the jostle of art and science, highly focussed specialization and coarse uniformity leave the
student unintegrated and unoriented; in occupa
tions, Americans are drabs of commercial plenty.
Common-sense science is a hatchery for the aim
less service for practical mechanics, for extirpating
weapons—phantasmagoria of the lurid scientist.
Our commonsense population is bloated, unem
ployed, immobile, unadapted to its resources;
but, howsoever incurable in time of peace, how
soever pampered and watered by the querulous
licences of security, these afflictions dissipate be
fore the hot air, the ecstasy, the scandalous ru
mors, the fanaticism, the dynamite and the anni
hilation of war. Our population, perforce, will
breathe healthily during its term of martial con
ditioning. This is proper and magnificent. And
it is proper and magnificent that one hundred
million citizens should die in piecemeal agony
before submitting to subjection or conceding even
momentary abandonment of thirty centuries of
occidental culture. But our population will not
breathe healthily if Allied victories revive Ver
sailles, the trace of irascible decadence, far less
will it breathe healthily if Nordicism revives an
iron age of oppression, barbarism, boorish hy
gienics and profane methodism. The highlights
of my summary are platitudinous. Like other
civilizations, our commonsense civilization is a
disaster — a disaster that will not be retrieved
by spectacular revolutions, by conventional re
forms, or by any manipulation of our methods.
We must not commend ourselves for being

flighty and then perversely prudent, for as we,
the illustrious sons, stand ready to receive the
diplomas of our illustrious alma mater, we are
certain that our ideals are as ineffectual as the
Latin we see on our flags, as the nineteenth century
panegyrics we have read in our assignments, as
the anachronistic mythology we have heard at
compulsory chapel; we are certain that our edu
cation, here, at preparatory schools and in our
homes has indisposed us to radical actions; and
we are satisfied with our qualifications for sustain
ing common sense and adult communities, for
concocting a nauseating stew of good and evil.
We must not commend the individuals in this
class who are destined for distinction. Their
display is accidental, contradictory and not rep
resentative of the college. It is not to our wel
fare, when current history gives brazen evidence
that virtue and ability are independent — I am
not alluding to certain flashy, contemporary po
litical villains; when history testifies that the co
operation of virtue and ability is partial and ir
regular, even in the virtuous and able so-called
few, a group made up of everyone who has a
friend, everyone who can sign his name, everyone
who can speak English, when it is evident that
our prolific virtues are a common inconsequence, it
is not useful to eulogize this typical inevitablity.
Over and above our casual democratic formulas
the neutral assets of isolation and affluence and
even the penetrating generalities of Thomas Jef
ferson, traditions and institutions more organic
than the confessional therapeutics of psycholo
gists are imperative to beget, to nourish and to
socialize human abilities, an effort in which a
class graduating from college may be celebrated
for a profitable heroism.

Notes On Contributors
FREDERICK LAMOTTEE SANTEE has had
an extensive career in many fields: he has written
several books on Greek and Latin texts, a study of
schizophrenia, a work on liver cells, and a volume
of Latin poems. He studied at Harvard, Oxford
(where he won the Latin poetry award), the
American Academy at Rome, and finally at JohnsHopkins, where he received his M. D. At present
he is "revising the quadrivium" at St. John s
College, Annapolis.
VIRGIL C. ALDRICH, associate professor of
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philosophy at Kenyon, has published often in
journals and quarterlies; at present he is working
up a book on philosophies of science.
JEAN ISERE is a young French writer whose
first novel, written during his four years in a
German prison camp, is being published in Paris.
GEORGE HEMPHILL graduated from Ken
yon in September, 1946. He is now doing grad
uate work in English and philosophy at the
University of Minnesota.
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General Dry Cleaners

3 GABLES INN

Hats Cleaned and Blocked.
Tailoring and Repairing.
9 E. Gambier Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Steaks
Chickens
Chickens in the Basket

HIKE TO
HECKLERS

Sea Food
Beer

FOR

Liquor

DRUGS

180 Columbus Rd., Mt., Vernon, Ohio
Phone 1159

FILMS
West Side Public Sq.

KODAKS
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Kenyon College Shop
we have

Gelsanliter's

A Large New Stock

for all
School Supplies
Records

TAUGHER'S
for

Typewriters

The Best in Drugs.
r

Compliments
of

B. B. Sturtevant, D. D. S.

McMILLEN'S

CAMERON-KING PHOTOGRAPHS
Proficient in all Types of Photography
From Portraits to Photostats
Kokosing Gift Shop — Wilson's Store
or Phone 2771

HEADINGTON
Super Service Station
Mulberry and Vine —

Mt. Vernon

Sporting Goods

107 S. Main St.
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Mt. Vernon

I'll Meet You at
MAZZAS
For a Glass of Michelob
Spaghetti and Steaks
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£ NOTHING SO GOOD IS SO GOOD
FOR YOU AS JEWELL ICE CREAM.
ENJOY IT AT HOME OR AT YOUR
FAVORITE FOUNTAIN

JEWELL ICE CREAM

The
H. P. DEUSCHER CO.
GRAY IRON CASTINGS
HAMILTON. OHIO
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